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staff9, explained the reasons for the adventure. ' The
Sarzana expedition is only a normal episode, which was
bound to happen once fascism was met by opponents who
stood firm. . . . These squads, too often accustomed to
conquering enemies who nearly always ran away or offered
feeble resistance, did not know how to defend themselves.'
Banchelli also explains in his Memoirs, already quo ted, 1
that fascism only managed to develop because it was helped
by police and army officers. The ten rifles put five hundred
fascists to flight, not only because they went off, but because
by going off they had for once put the squadristi> bewildered
at suddenly finding themselves on the wrong side of the
barricades, outside the law. Further, the presence and
action of the representatives of the state dispelled as if by
magic the terror which preceded and accompanied the
punitive expedition. The inhabitants, who had been
warned by railwaymen of a train fired on by fascists, were
on the defensive. When they heard what had happened
in the station square armed groups marched out into the
surrounding country and, aided by angry peasants, gave
chase to the fascists, who left a dozen dead behind, strung
up on trees or drowned in the marshes, and several dozen
wounded. The police interfered again, this time to rescue
the retreating fascists from the angry mob.
After this the fascists mobilized and demonstrated in
several districts. In the town and province of Bologna, the
fasci) by agreement with the industrialists, proclaimed a
factory lock-out and ordered the shops to close as a protest.
In Padua they occupied the tower of the university, sounded
the tocsin, and ordered all cafes and shops to shut and display
notices announcing c National mourning ', while in the
neighbourhood of Carrara, as Chiurco records : c The
fascists, infuriated by the Sarzana massacre, killed two
communists/ The fascist leaders, however, issued a mani-
festo to the nation framed in reasonably cautious language
and calling for a truce.
For Mussolini realized that if the dangerous situation
caused by fascist terrorism continued there was bound to be
a reaction and state intervention, and everything might be
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